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3D Genome: do repeats matter?



“Our results reveal a genome in which very repeat-rich blocks of DNA with discrete boundaries are 

interspersed by gene-rich sequences that are almost repeat-free. In contrast to other species 

reported to date, the three-dimensional structure of the genome is anchored by these repeat blocks, 

which act to isolate transcription in neighbouring gene-rich regions. Genes that are differentially 

expressed in planta are enriched near the boundaries of these repeat-rich blocks, suggesting that 

their three-dimensional orientation partly encodes and regulates the symbiotic relationship formed 

by this organism.”
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Questions/hypotheses

Can repeat contribution to interphase genome 3D 
organization be seen in HiC data from plants?
 

Which families of repeats may have such function?

Where in the genome are these effects concentrated?
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Cechova, 2020



How to find contacts between 
repeat families?

● Mapping to the reference

For red and blue repeat families, the Hi-C read pairs can be formed between:
➢ red and red family
➢ red and blue family
➢ blue and blue family

Mapping to the reference brings challenges:
❖ how to deal with multi-mapping reads?
❖ imperfect representation of repeats in reference genomes

red repeat family blue repeat family



RepeatExplorer

● Find read pairs within and between clusters
● Label each cluster
● No reference necessary

=> complementary method to the reference-based approach

red repeat family blue repeat family



Do we see more contacts than 
expected?

Three methods: observed versus expected counts of read pairs

● joint probability
○ expected counts are p(A,B) = p(A).p(B)

● label permutation
○ each row represents a read pair with annotations of family1 and family2, 

family names are assigned to random rows of the table 

● annotation shuffling
○ annotation of repeat families are shuffled along the reference genome
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HiC-TE pipeline output
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Different plant individual



Different normalization method
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All vs long-distance interactions



RepeatExplorer versus reference



Method matter (when dealing 
with repeats)

● General patterns stay the same but the individual variation is 
present depending on the individual, normalization method, 
repeat dispersion, density etc.

● RepeatExplorer clusters offer unique insights into repeat 
contacts not available with reference-based methods

● Hi-C TE pipeline can be used to uncover chromatin contacts 
between repetitive annotations in plant genomes
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